Results Capacity
Assessment
Where is your company when it comes to results and impact?
Answer seven simple questions to determine your current organizational results capacity.
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1. What level of importance is placed on results at your company?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

We talk about results, but there’s not much action.
We highly value results and ask all partners to tell us what results they will achieve.
We ask partners to tell us their results and to a great extent we use their proposed results
when we make decisions.
We link results to our social impact and business strategies.
We leverage results achieved through our grantmaking to inform our social impact and
business strategies.

2. How would you rate your company’s expertise in finding
programs that get results?
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

We look for a mission match and donor/employee interest to make decisions, and do not
ask about results.
We make sure we have a mission match and donor/employee interest, and we ask the partners
to tell us their results. Sometimes they have clear results and sometimes they don't.
We insist our partners are using best practices in their programs and we think our success
is interdependent.
We utilize best practices in our work and so do our partners. We consider our partners experts in
their fields and we do not micromanage what they do. We are more interested in their results, not
how they get them.
We look at ourselves as facilitators and conveners. We bring our partners together to learn best
practices from one another and improve on what they are doing. We also facilitate, encourage and
reward peer collaboration where it leads to improvements for the field, issue or sector.

3. How would you describe your company’s role in relation to your
program/project partners?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

We are a funder of programs and projects.
We are a funder of programs and projects, some of which have clear results.
We are a funder of programs and projects, and all our partners have clear results, which are tied to ours.
We see ourselves as investors in results. Each program, project and partner is clear on their results.
We are investors in results, and we approach and manage our work via program portfolios, with a strong
focus on partnering with organizations to achieve the strongest results possible.

4. When does your company ask for results?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

We sometimes get results information after the program or project has ended.
We get results from all partners in the final report.
Some of our partners clearly project their results prior to engagement and then clearly report on them
at the end.
Every partner clearly projects their anticipated results and reports actual results at the end.
Partners clearly project anticipated results against specific and targeted program portfolio results, based
on prior program results. They also identify ways to deepen those results and report actual results and
lessons learned at the end.

5. What role do results play in your company’s decision making?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

We prefer programs and projects that align with our mission, whether or not they have results.
We select programs and projects with results over those that do not have them.
We select programs and projects based on potential results.
Results inform all program and project review, selection and performance.
Results inform all program and project selection, performance and future funding.

6. How does your company communicate success?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

We rarely share the results of our social programs.
We sometimes share individual partner examples of program results.
We regularly share our strongest partner examples of good results.
We regularly roll up results information and share it with the board, staff, partners and key
external audiences.
Not only do we regularly roll up aggregate results data, but we publish results stories and
publicize all of it on our website, in annual reports or in other marketing materials.

7. How does your company measure success?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Social program success is based only on whether partners state they are meeting community needs.
We measure success via an outside evaluator to confirm results were achieved.
We measure success both by partner results and learnings (making needed changes to achieve
stronger results).
Partner results and learnings are transferred among different partners — from high performers to
low performers.
Partner results and learnings are integrated into our work and used to continuously improve practices
and adjust our giving strategy.

Results Capacity
Journey to building your organization's capacity to get to results
Look at your answers to the questions above. Were they mostly a's, b's, c's, d's or e's?
Now you know your starting point as you begin your company's journey on the Roadmap to Results.

Integrated

Organizational Value

Strategic
Developing
Basic
Minimal / None
Little to no focus
on results

Mostly a’s

Results integrated
into all strategic giving
and/or focus areas

Results leveraged for
strategic giving and
used to make current
funding decisions

Results incorporated
into all strategic
giving, used to make
current and future
funding decisions,
and to inform
overall organizational strategy

Results focus tends
to be ad hoc,
open-ended and
reactionary at the
end of a grant cycle

Mostly b’s

Mostly c’s

Mostly d’s

Mostly e’s

Organizational Capabilities
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